Relocation of the replication terminus, terC, of Bacillus subtilis to a new chromosomal site.
The terC-deletion strain of Bacillus subtilis 168, SU153 [Iismaa and Wake, J. Mol. Biol. 195 (1987) 299-310] was used for the re-insertion of a 1.75-kb segment of DNA containing terC at a site approx. 25 kb from its original position. The relocated terC in the new strain, SU160, was oriented normally with respect to the approaching clockwise replication fork, and was positioned such that this fork was the first to reach it. The relocated terC was effective in causing arrest of the clockwise fork, as evidenced by the appearance of a unique DNA species with a characteristic mobility in agarose gel electrophoresis and with a predicted single-strand composition. Thus, the previously cloned 1.75-kb terC-containing segment [Smith et al., Gene 38 (1985) 9-17] has not been altered with respect to TerC function and contains sufficient sequence for this function. The findings reported here provide the opportunity for establishing the minimal and essential sequence features of terC, and for examining its possible polarity of action in causing fork arrest.